Would it be possible to identify one or more participants of the survey based on their answers to the demographic questions?

Does your survey require participants to answer questions about their demographics?

Is the survey set up to collect IP addresses or email addresses of the participants?

Are you collecting contact information for draws/prizes, or to contact the participants in the future (i.e. for follow-up questions, to participate in further interviews, or to disseminate results)?

Survey is Confidential: A Privacy Notification Statement is Required

Survey is Confidential: A Privacy Notification Statement is Required

Survey is Confidential: A Privacy Notification Statement is Required

Survey is Confidential: A Privacy Notification Statement is Required

Survey is Anonymous: The form collecting the contact information is Confidential and requires a Privacy Notification Statement.

Consider the size and diversity of the participant pool to determine if participants could be identified based on the specific demographic questions being asked.
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